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Opening and Keynote Speakers
Seventeenth International Conference on Grey Literature
GL17 Opening Address
Prof. Theo Mulder, Director KNAW

Theo Mulder is a neuropsychologist by
training. His primary area of scientific
interest is focused on the human motor
system (recovery of movement control
following brain damage, learning of
movements, motor control & cognition,
brain-plasticity). He was from 1994 until
1999 professor of rehabilitation research
at the Neurological Institute of the
Radboud University in Nijmegen. From
1999 until 2006 he was full professor of Human Movement Science
and director of the Center for Human Movement Studies at the
university of Groningen (University Medical Center Groningen). Since
2006 he is the overarching director of the 16 KNAW institutes in the
Netherlands. These institutes range from stem-cell research and brain
research to cultural history of the Netherlands, demography, ecology,
linguistics and the study of war and genocides. This position brought
him in contact with the rich world of the humanities in which he got very
much interested. This interest stimulated him to support the further
development of the humanities institutes within the KNAW. He is still
attached to the University of Groningen as a honorary professor.

GL17 Keynote Address

Conference registrations now underway!
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‘Dissertations and Data: Convergence
of Textual and Non-Textual Content’
This study will be helpful for academic
libraries to develop assistance and
advice for PhD students in managing
their research data, in collaboration with
the research structures and the graduate
schools. Moreover, it can be helpful to
prepare and select research data for
long-term preservation, curate research
data in open repositories and design
data repositories.
Dr. Joachim Schöpfel is the lead author and researcher in a team
of colleagues from academic institutions in France and Slovenia
Joachim Schöpfel is senior lecturer at the Department of Information
and Library Sciences at the Charles de Gaulle University of Lille 3 and
Researcher at the GERiiCO laboratory. He is interested in scientific
information, academic publishing, open access, grey literature and
eScience. He is a member of GreyNet International and euroCRIS. He
is also the Director of the National Digitization Centre for PhD Theses
(ANRT) in Lille, France.
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Prize will be awarded for the best Conference Poster!
This year in addition to honoring the GreyNet Award Recipients 2015, the International Conference Series
on Grey Literature introduces a prize for the best Poster Presentation. Posters will be judged on their
innovative content, relevance to the conference, and graphic design. A jury of five will be drawn from
among the conference participants and the prize will be presented during the GL17 Closing Session.

GL17 Conference Reception in the Compagnie Theater
Wendy Bontje – a young, talented Dutch artist will perform in the
Compagnietheater in Amsterdam on Monday, December 1st 2015
during an informal reception for the conference delegates. Alongside
entertainment, those attending are encouraged to meet as goodwill
ambassadors with the delegates from some 20 countries worldwide.
About GreyNet’s Newsletter
This serial publication endeavors to keep information professionals abreast of developments in the field of grey literature. The
quarterly newsletter gives exposure to GreyNet’s information resources and frontline activities with special emphasis on the
International Conference Series on Grey Literature. The GreyNet Newsletter is licensed by EBSCO Publishing and can also be
accessed
via
the
Library,
Information
Science
&
Technology
Abstracts
(LISTA-FT)
full-text
database.
This serial publication is made possible through the support of GreyNet’s Associate Members and Corporate Authors:
DANS-KNAW (Netherlands), CVTISR (Slovakia), ISTI-CNR, (Italy), Nuclear Information Section, NIS-IAEA (Austria), FEDLINK,
Library of Congress (USA), Inist-CNRS (France), New York Academy of Medicine (USA), EBSCO (USA),
National Library of Technology (Czech Republic), and the Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information, KISTI.
Grey Literature is a field in library and Information science that deals with the production, distribution, and access to multiple
document types produced on all levels of government, academics, business, and organization in electronic and print formats not
controlled by commercial publishing i.e. where publishing is not the primary activity of the producing body.
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